Bull Terrier Club of the Niagara Frontier
Saturday, September 2, 2017
Judge: Duff M. Harris
My sincere thanks to the BTCNF for the assignment, and kudos to the club for a wonderful show
and venue. It was great to see East Coast friends, and the line-up of exhibits was deep with
extreme quality and virtue.
COLORED
Winners Dog, Best of Winners
Reber and Lindquist’s MADCAP JUMP RIGHT IN (Emred Devil’s Spy ex. GCH Madcap Jump the
Broom) Tricolor dog with very good bone and substance who has matured nicely. Well-turned
and packed head, tiny eyes and good ear set contributed to great expression. Nice length of neck
blending into a short back and straight topline. Well-laid shoulder, straight frond and good
angulation all led to good reach ad drive on the move.
Reserve Winners Dog
Brown’s DELICIOUS HE’S MY BROTHER (CH Megaville’s Signing Off ex GCH Action Deliciously
Devine) Brindle and white boy with good bone and substance. Nicely turned profile and good fill,
keen expression. Moved well.
Winners Bitch
D’Aquila’s CREEKSIDE FIREFLY (Ch. Emred Fire Spy ex Ch. Emred Devil Wears Black) Red and
white girl combining good balance, flowing lines with power and substance. Pleasing head with
nice turn and fill, good expression. Nice length of neck, short back with a good forechest and
depth of brisket. Moved well coming and going.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Troy, Russo and Cooke’s BULLYHILL BW SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE WHEN FLIRTN (Magor Born to
Fly ex Bullyhill Kaleco Flirtn with Trouble CGC) Brindle and white girl with a beautiful arched
profile and nice fill. Good bone and substance. Nice length of neck with the correct slight rise over
the loin.
Best of Variety and Best of Breed
Whitehair’s CH SANDSTONE’S MOONLIGHT OVER THE MAIDENS WITH TERJOS (Megaville’s
Visions ex CH Terjo’s Touch of Magic) Very cobby brindle and white bitch. Wonderful type with
an ultra-short back standing four-square. Turned and packed head, with good fill under the eye,
great expression and a correct bite. Very good spring of rib with a strong forchest and depth of
brisket. Good shoulder layback and correct angulation resulted in reach and drive on the move.
Best of Opposite Sex
Perrot, Berez and Wu’s ACTION DEVILS APPRENTICE BY FORMULA (Devil’s Advocate ex GCh.
Action Headed for Power) Substantial brindle and white with very good bone. Wide, filled and
turned head, good expression and correct bite. Good construction led to strong movement
around the ring.

Select Dog
Uplinger’s CH. ANNWIN HEAT MISER (GCh. Skyline Defies Dazlin ex Ch. Mayhern Hot to Trot)
Select Bitch
Whitehair’s CH SANDSTONE’S HONKY TONK ANGEL (GCH Tulsadoom Abi Albon ex Caen
Making Muse-ic with Sandstone)
Award of Merit
Rumer and Ibbitson’s GCH BAKER ST BLAZING SADDLES OF APPRENTICE (CH Baker St Back
in the Saddle Again ex Zayadi’s Hurricane Hallie)
WHITE
Winners Dog and Best of Winners
Jones and Emmett’s BROOKBULLY VICTORY (Bobuddy Trafalger ex Brookbully Back to Basics)
Athletic and balanced lad shown in great condition with nice muscular development. Broad and
well-filled head, slight break in profile, small eye and good expression. Very sound construction
throughout, he moved out with purpose.
Reserve Winners Dog
Bavol’s OLD ENGLAND’S BOUNTY HUNTER (Emred Huntsman ex GCH Old England’s Coco
Chanel) Another boy that has matured well. His nice scope and line is now combined with mature
bone and substance. Clean, arched profile, decent fill. Moved well, would like to see this nice boy a
bit more “up” in the ring.
Winners Bitch
Radford’s REBELSIDE ABSOLUTE MAYHEM (Cosmopolitan Absolute Benefit ex Rebelside Silver
Playted) Typey girl with very nice balance and proportion. Her profile is a bit flat, but with good
fill. What set her apart was her depth of brisket, forechest, short back and nice pelvic set. Straight
front and good angulation led to true movement around the ring.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Perrott, Deevers and Morrison’s APPRENTICE HEY GOOD LOOKIN (Ch. Formula Power Up for
Action ex GCh Apprentice Looking Pretty Tuff) Typey girl with a nicely turned and filled head.
Good eye and expression. Good balance with nice, round bone and a good forechest and brisket.
Moved well front and rear.
Best of Variety and Best Opposite to Best of Breed
Whitmer and Valizadeh’s GCH AMAIZE SUPERNOVA (GCH Yoecky Does Gamin ex CH D Bar Lady
Gaga Tulsa Doom) This boy is an absolute powerhouse with a phenomenal head and expression.
Arched profile, incredibly packed head right down to the nose and the tiniest of eyes gave him a
truly “wicked” expression. Heavy bone and great substance, he moved very well for such a big
boy. He does have a couple of faults, but what virtues he does possess!
Best of Opposite Sex
Jones, Bankus and Grecco’s CH. IMPERIALS DUCHESS OF ARAGON (GCh. Yoeckydoe’s Gamin ex
GCh. Imperials Truth Hurts) Lovely girl combining elegance and power. Beautiful, flowing lines
on top of nice bone and very good muscling and substance. Well-turned and filled head, great

expression. Nice length of neck blending into a straight topline which she held on the move.
Strong forechest and good depth of brisket. Moved true front and rear.
Select Dog
Kaber and Uplinger’s CH ANNWN NATURAL HAT TRICK (GCH Skylines Notorious Defender ex
CH Annwn Can’t Get Enuff)
Select Bitch
Walsh, Holmes, Brodeur and Hennessy’s CH WENDIGO PHILGIN DEVILISH DIVA AT
PARADIGM (GCH OC Corsaire Devilish Delight @ Dogmore O’Malvern ex CH Wendigo Breaking
Bad)
Award of Merit
Glaser and Lindquist’s CH. MADCAP JUMP FOR JOY (Emred Devil’s Spy ex Madcap Jump the
Broom)

